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JCM Global Brings Industry-Leading Solutions to NIGA 2019
to Help Tribes Make Even Deeper Customer Connections
LAS VEGAS (March 13, 2019) – Tribal operators everywhere trust JCM Global to help them make deeper
connections with their customers. Now in booth #2115 at NIGA 2019, JCM will show its award-winning portfolio of
products that deepen connections while also enhancing security.
Customer connection points start with the bill validator, and JCM’s iVIZION® is the most secure on the casino market.
iVIZON reads more than 9.5 data points, which is more than twice as many as the nearest competitive product.
iVIZION’s powerful combination of optical and mechanical sensors offer tribes the best protection against counterfeits
and cheats, all at a fast acceptance rate.
JCM’s ICB® Intelligent Cash Box with web reporting is a perfect companion tool for iVIZION. ICB’s drop management
capabilities are field-proven to save operators hundreds of thousands of dollars annually. Because ICB provides
real-time health monitoring data and predictive drop and maintenance scheduling, operators can dramatically
increase operational efficiency.
The gaming industry’s better, faster, smarter printer is JCM’s GEN5™. It has an incredibly fast CPU and print speed,
combined with the flexibility to print TITO and promotional tickets, as well as various wager tickets and templated
promo coupons.
When paired with iVIZION and GEN5, JCM’s patented technology FUZION® v1.0 unleashes a world of features and
security measures including security monitoring, health performance reporting, transaction recording database,
remote firmware updates, and iPromo™ system-driven printing.
JCM will also showcase its line of leading display technologies. Incredibly flexible and energy-efficient, JCM’s line of
LED Direct View digital displays suit every taste, need, and budget. The displays offer easy-to-configure and easyto-assemble panels that effortlessly accommodate any size or space need or challenge.
For more information about JCM’s award-winning products, visit JCM in booth #2115 at NIGA 2019 or online at
www.jcmglobal.com and on Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter.
About JCM Global
JCM Global is one of the world’s leading transaction technologies supplier for the banking, gaming, kiosk retail, and
vending and industries. With unsurpassed service and support, JCM is trusted by operators, manufacturers and
integrators on six continents. Its extensive line of award-winning products set global standards with ground-breaking
peripheral transaction components to optimize your cash management. Please visit www.jcmglobal.com for more
information.
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